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Very little content at the moment, i would advise to wait until its eventually finished with buying. It's something for those who
like fantasy novels that are light-hearted right up until they aren't. If you liked The Stanley Parable, you might like this.

To start with the positives:

I'm someone who enjoys psychological evaluations done in games, and in this game, your magical powers are based upon
personality profiling. Be indirect and gracious, and you come up a water-elementalist. Be hotheaded and brash, and you're a fire-
elementalist. Etc.

The story, when it starts to actually unfold, displays a good deal of time spent world-building to make it distinct from generic
fantasyville, although even with that said, I always wind up hungry for more world building. It's a fantasy world of peacefully
coexisting humans, elves, orcs, dwarves, and gnomes plunked down "because it's fantasy"... and I'd really like to hear some more
about how these races are meaningfully integrated into the world. But I guess the JRPG-like church consipiracy backstory will
have to do...

Also, this game actually tells you what choices up what stats, and when stat checks occur, so that you know when and why you
fail at a task. Why don't more of these games do that?!

But as someone who enjoys this kind of fiction, I can't help but have gripes...

The writing style is decently clever, but unfortunately, the author tries a little too hard to be more clever than they actually are.
Suspension-of-Disbelief-shattering anachronistic references mar otherwise serious moments in the narrative, undercutting the
drama and ability to relate to the characters, which is the lifeblood of a story like this. In the balancing act of taking itself too
seriously versus taking nothing seriously, this game is in the "laughs at its own jokes" territory. You get a "Watchu talkin' bout?" as
part of a serious narrative. This also applies to how everything is described sexually - your would-be knight friend is referenced as
always wanting to play with her sword, or smack things with her sword... HER sword in this case, because the character's gender is
determined by your own choices, but the text was obviously not written to take account of this fact. Likewise, you must be a real
horn-dog. At least, that's what the text assumes, because even the tiniest bit of innuendo is always presumed in its most sexual light.

The game also suffers from a bit of the problem of "Everyone is Protagasexual"; if you play as a gay character, it magically
means that every character becomes gay the instant they consider you, even if every other relationship is straight. If you're playing
as a lesbian, the game comments on how the girls all wanted to flirt with you, while your magic lesbian awareness field keeps
straight men from ever trying to ask you out. (And vice-versa if a gay man.) For a world that occasionally tries to be the 14th
century (said directly in the text) with occasionally realistic depictions of medieval life, it's also surprisingly casual about
homosexuality even while it says that young women who cannot produce children aren't valued. Must be the effect of all the elves
they live with! Any character that you're supposed to have anything remotely like an attraction to will have their gender set by your
preference (no bisexual players!) decided at the start of the game, and every single one of them tends to be described with passages
about how you're instantly enchanted by their looks, in spite of the actual description of their appearance, short of eye and hair
color, being quite scant. Also, one of your romantic options is a furry catboy\/girl. Plus anyone remotely magical changes eye
colors constantly, even within the same paragraph, and your character gets a grey hair stripe like Rogue from X-Men. (Even though
you never set your own hair color to start with.) Maybe it's for the best there wasn't more description, or we'd be dealing with a bad
Harry Potter fanfic...

It also asks you to make most of your choices that determine what sort of character you are, and how you view other entities like,
say, the church, before you even know a thing about what the local religion even is. This practically begs you to just insert your own
opinion of your own locally dominant real-life religion, when, you know, the fact that this religion is not any real-world religion,
and doesn't operate on the same principles might have SOME impact on how you react to it...

Also, as is always the flaw of these sorts of stories, there's basically one path forward up until the very end, and all that changes
are your stats. Stats are used pass\/fail, but different builds basically use different stats to accomplish the same thing. (I.E. Talk
someone down rather than force them to relent with force.) This ultimately runs into the same problem other games like Versus has
(or for that matter, BioWare games with good\/evil meters), where once you pick one stat, you might as well min\/max it, because
each time you pick it, that stat gets better (and its opposing stat gets worse), and makes it more likely to succeed next time, as well.
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This turns the story not into deciding what you would do in the moment so much as guessing which choice powers up your build. At
least, unlike Versus, this game does have checks without choices, where you just need to have a certain amount of "vigilant" to
succeed, that actually give the choice of a build some sense that you missed out on some things. These are usually inconsequential,
because they can't really meaningfully punish players for a choice when they would later punish the opposite choice, since there
isn't the sort of inventory or health system of a real RPG, but it's still at least a token effort that gives some sense of meaning to
choices. Other choices give you "renown", which is basically just "right answer score" - you can't really fail most of the game's
choices, so you just get renown when you pick the right answer for your build, and the game progresses, regardless.

And while this may be part of the "not as clever as they think they are" gripe, the story as a whole is just WAY too meta to really get
entirely into. It starts off pretending to be a swashbuckling tale of heroism, and your character is an Action Survivor that gets
carried over the finish line in spite of their abilities by their companions at every turn. M Night Shyamalan may as well have guest
written the ending.

So... bottom line, expect less Errol Flynn and more Hideo Kojima. Fun for those who enjoy getting their chain yanked.. Extremely
buggy, multiplayer is barely working, the puzzles aren't very difficult IMO, and the game hasn't been updated in about a year. It's a
cool concept, but it's a very short barebones game with no support or updates happening. Just skip right over this, unless you happen
upon it for free somehow.. This isn't the deepest or most complex game in the world, and if you're the kind of person to focus on
the aesthetics of a creepy haunted house then this game doesn't really provide that very well. But those are really the only flaws,
and the game isn't really an ultra-deep-sim in the first place so they're forgivable.

The game is inexpensive, and also very fun - the basic gameplay is simple but addictive. The balancing act of making enough "scare
energy" (i.e. Health + Cash) without exceeding a certain level of "awareness" is easily understood yet compelling. The game slowly
ramps up the complexity as you play, so you never feel overloaded.

The graphics have a somewhat cute art style which helps the light-hearted "Addams Family" atmosphere, which is complemented
nicely by the (admittedly a touch repetitive) soundtrack.

So overall, the game is fun, and provides good entertainment value. It isn't the deepest game ever but many players of a huge
variety of age groups will be able to enjoy it. The Devs plan on adding achievements, and I hope they add trading cards too.

PROS
+ Fun and addictive basic gameplay
+ Cutesy atmosphere that works well with the morbid theme
+ Good value for money and most of the profits go to fighting cancer

CONS
- Not exactly deep

OVERALL
An enjoyable game that will be good fun for a huge variety of players. If you like games like Dungeon Keeper or Theme Hospital,
you'll like this.. I'll be frank, i am stinn unsure to thumb up or down.
The game is fun to play, atleast untill you start finding a lot of stuff repetetive.
Beam down, hope mechs kill and don't get killed run to find loot and go to next area. If mechs killed: continue running untill you
reach portal and beam out.
It was fun at first but as i said, the missions seems a lot alike, the most profitable think you do is take over enemy ships.
Using stat increasing items might have a bad effect in about 1\/5 chance
Still have NO idea what the stats does except health.
Some missions are broken (Supposed to enter planet but it says you alreaddy have done it)
At one point you get the option to rework a space station for some money. He said i could check the progress anytime. about 2~
hours later i have no idea what it did. (It also came as 2 quests, one for goverment to save hosteges in a space station, but you cant
find\/save the hosteges? breaks that quest, and a second one reuse the facility which you finish but never hear of again.
The only reason i thumbs up it now is because i have the hope they will fix it and make more content.. a game you do nothing but
press "enter" the story is weak and confunsing and it has nothing to do in it. i'm trying to understand de "extended" part cause is
really a game full of nothing, i'm glad i bought at sale. Great game and if you like games like Tales of Maj'eyal, Dungeons of
Dredmor, or even Desktop Dungeons you should like this. It does things differently when it comes to leveling up with all skills
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choices open on your first level up and you pick what fits your playstyle and whats happening at the time you level up. It also does
health differently with no constant health regen between turns meaning you can only heal from potions and spells. The game has
cool levels,enemies, and loot with secrets and portals sprinkled in. At 5$ you really can't go wrong with this game and the dev
already has a good list of things planned. BUT it is EA so you know how that goes but dev seems active and passionate about his
game. I recommend this game and if your worried you won't like it there's a demo so you can try before you buy.. Despite the
abrupt and frankly disappointing ending, I think this game is worth playing through to the end. It builds on Human Revolution's
gameplay, and is perhaps the best gameplay ever exhibited in a Deus Ex game. The story is not as great as DX1 or HR's, and the
ending is obviously sequel bait, but it still kept me interested until the end. I really hope they make a sequel to this game; the hate it
got was overblown, in my opinion.

I also had many technical issues with this game. The game was stuck loading a lot, and on certain cutscenes, I could not progress. I
had to use a different computer in order to get past those. For those reasons, I probably won't play through this game again.

Nevertheless, if you're a fan of Deus Ex, and you've played through Deus Ex Human Revolution, then pick this game up.. Great
game once again from MCF. It did take a few puzzles to really get into the flow of the new game style but it was incredibly
enjoyable. Also kudos to Big Fish for all the nostalgia in this game it was a great trip down memory lane (extra kudos for the peg
leg!!). Only complaint is how short the game was, then again I just never want these games to end!

Absolutely loved the story line and ending for the game!. if you like jigsaw puzzles you will love this game for sure.
i enjoyed all 3 Pixel Puzzles games that they released so far, this one has added the rotation feature ( you have to rotate the piece to
figure how and where it should be placed) which made the game harder and it will take more time to solve the puzzles, i really
recommend them all to any jigsaw puzzles fan.

i would suggest Putting your own music while playing.
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This DLC adds a numbers of, as the store blurb mentions, "Fates" that modify your starting character in big ways. You can still
play as the default adventurer if you'd like, but the new options come with entirely new rules, new equipment, and surprisingly
different playstyles. On top of that, each new Fate has a new, unique sequences of encounters specific to that Fate. It's great
stuff, and it adds a ton of replayability to the game for a very reasonable price.. I had high hope for this when I saw it but sadly I
will be sticking to "Fancy Skiing VR" for the time being. I could play Fancy all day and feel just fine but this one had me
starting to feel funny after 5 mins. To move left and right you tilt your head just like in Fancy but in this one even a slight tilt
jerks hard to the side. The guy who made the video review said there is haptics when the poles touch the ground but I never got
those and it didn't seem like my poles were doing anything, heck it doesn't even look like my poles can reach the ground unless I
crouch way down. I also do not like that you can just ski right through all objects, the most it does is slow you down.. I really
like this game because it's not too hard but also not too easy. I would give this DLC a thumbs up but one of their tanks doesn't
move and when it does it moves very slowly.. While not being a perfect game, I believe that in my opinion, this is the best game
in the series. I love the XP system, the towers, the maps, and the new additions, and how this game grew from the BTD4
Expansion.

This game features a new art-style not seen previously in the past 4 games, and it looks a lot cleaner, and smoother. The new
Special Agents feature is much appreciated, as it added some great new towers whilst using the Monkey Money well, such as the
Tribal Turtle, and the Monkey Farmer. These Special Agents can also be upgraded with the Pro-Mode, that involves you getting
50 of the same type of Special Agent.

Overall, this package of a 10 dollar game felt complete, with a new upgrade system for the monkeys, a ton of brand new maps,
and even CO-OP mode and missions. This is a must buy for anyone looking to kill time, or just looking for a good time.. glitch,
ice cellar part has mana on stone instead of a piece of missing tk01 robot, i cant find all 4pieces, only 3.. It's not bad but it's not
great either. Super fast paced. Bombarded with text.
My eyes felt a bit weird after playing for 15m, must be all the super flashy light effects.. I don't often write reviews but I'm
afraid now that I must. This game is a clone of Banished. I use the word clone loosely, as banished has five times as much
content, variety, and UI improvements. This game doesn't even come close. I unfortunately played this game longer than the
refund limit allows before i realized there was no further content. I didn't even get a reply about my refund. Just a reference to
refund gametime limits; which I hadn't known about since I don't believe I've ever found it necessary to get a refund. Until now.
Until this game. This terrible, boring, middleschooler computer project of a game. I will complain allllllllll day about this game.

It sucks, go buy Banished or Age of Empires instead. The first five minutes of either of those games is more fun than the few
hours I played Foundation.

P.S. The build your own castle crap is a cheap gimick that doesn't even give you much customization. Not worth.
Great Bait, Zero Out of Eight.. I love TD games especially traditional 2D types, so I had to have 300 Dwarves. It is true that it
resembles Kingdom Rush, but then again it also resembles the 8Floor games (Royal Defense, Fort Defense, etc.) and loads of
other TDs.

I like the graphics and sounds, and basically the game play is ok. But... and it is a BIG but, there is not much strategy in this
game. At first I found it incredibly hard, since it didn't seem I could earn money fast enough to build my defenses. The I
realised that there was a simple tower strategy, you could apply. That strategy worked for every level in the game except the last.
I'm sorry but where is the challenge and fun in that??? If I don't count the hours I spend finding that strategy, I think I finished
in 2 hours.

It seems like this game is not very well thought through, and altho it is cute there are much better TDs out there.. Man.. best
game ever! Rust and over survival based games mixed..!
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